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[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:22] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about Stéphane

Breitwieser: The Greatest Art Thief of All Time.

[00:00:30] This is actually part two of our three part series on Art Theft. Part one was on

five of the greatest art thefts of all time, where we covered everything from the theft of

the Mona Lisa right through to the theft of a billion dollars’ worth of cultural relics1

from a museum in Mexico City.

1 items of great historical or cultural value
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[00:00:50] Then in Part three, which will be another one of our member-only episodes

and come out on Tuesday, we will talk about the single greatest art robbery of all time,

the robbery of the Isabella Gardner Museum in Boston.

[00:01:05] But today we are talking about the greatest art thief of all time, or at least the

most prolific , and in my opinion, the most interesting.2

[00:01:15] A Frenchman called Stéphane Breitwieser.

[00:01:18] Over the course of a 6 year criminal career he stole almost a billion euros

worth of art from museums all over Europe. The strangest part of it all? It’s that he

never sold a single piece.

[00:01:33] So, today we are going to learn about this man, how he committed these

literally hundreds of robberies, what he did with the stolen art, and most interestingly,

why he did what he did, and why he still can’t seem to stop doing it.

[00:01:49] This has been one of my all-time favourite episodes to make, so I hope you’ll

enjoy it.

[00:01:55] OK then, Stéphane Breitwieser, The Greatest Art Thief of All Time.

[00:02:02] I should say that, unlike almost every other art thief, we know quite a lot

about the life of Stéphane Breitwieser, firstly because he has written a book about his

2 producing a great number of something or having repeated an activity many times
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life as an art thief and secondly given extensive interviews, so a lot of what you’ll hear3

about in today’s episode should be credited directly to that, especially an excellent4

interview from 2019 with the American magazine GQ.

[00:02:31] So, in the last episode we talked about five of the main reasons that criminals

steal art.

[00:02:39] Broadly they are, firstly, to sell on the black market to make money.

[00:02:43] Secondly, to be used as a sort of get-out-of-jail-free card , so that they can5

use it as a bargaining chip if they are caught by the police and accused of a different6

crime, they can say “hey, if you let me go I’ll tell you where you can find this Van Gogh,

or this Monet”.

[00:03:03] Thirdly, as collateral in drug deals or to be used to get illegal loans.7

[00:03:10] Fourth, out of a sense of patriotism, feeling that a particular painting belongs

in a particular country.

7 something used as security for the payment of a loan

6 something that you are prepared to give up in order to reach an agreement and get what you want

5 something that is used as an insurance in order to avoid an unpleasant situation, like going to jail. (A

reference to the board game Monopoly, in which this card allows players to leave the jail space without

missing a turn.)

4 considered a result of something

3 of great extent or length
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[00:03:18] And finally, because they personally want the works of art.

[00:03:23] In the case of Stéphane Breitwieser, there is little doubt that he falls into this

fifth category.

[00:03:30] Over the course of six and a half years he stole 239 pieces of art from 172

different museums, an average of one theft every 14 days.

[00:03:43] Police estimate that the value of everything he stole was over a billion8

Euros.

[00:03:50] But unlike most art thieves, he had zero interest in the pieces of art for their

monetary value , he simply wanted to have them for himself.9

[00:04:01] He never sold a single item, nor did he ever try.

[00:04:06] And while you might now be imagining some glamorous French art thief10

who lived in a large chateau with beautiful art all over the walls, this was not how11

Breitwieser lived.

11 a large house

10 dressing with impressive clothes and being exciting

9 value in money

8 guessed or calculated the value
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[00:04:20] He lived with his mother in a nondescript house in an industrial city in12

Eastern France called Mulhouse, near the border with both Switzerland and Germany.

[00:04:31] Breitwieser hadn’t always lived here though, and this will be our first clue13

into his motivations.

[00:04:39] Until the age of 22 he had lived in more lavish surroundings. His parents14

both had well-paying jobs, and their house was filled with beautiful antique furniture.15

[00:04:53] He had never been a particularly sociable child, and even as a teenager he

preferred spending his days at a museum among beautiful objects rather than doing

more traditional teenager activities.

[00:05:09] Then when he was 22 years old, his world fell apart.

[00:05:15] His parents divorced suddenly.

[00:05:17] The family house was sold. His father moved out, taking all of the beautiful

antique furniture with him.

[00:05:26] Breitweiser stayed with his mother, and they were forced to replace the

lovely furniture that he had grown up around with modern, cheaper furniture.

15 dating from a period long ago

14 expensive and impressive

13 information that helps us understand something better

12 very ordinary
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[00:05:37] For Breitweiser, he felt like he had been robbed, that he deserved to live

around beautiful things, and suddenly he was living like, well, a normal person.

[00:05:50] It was at around the same time of his parents' divorce that he met a woman

who would become his chief accomplice , his chief partner in crime , Anne-Catherine16 17

Kleinklaus.

[00:06:02] They fell in love, and before long Kleinklaus had moved in with Breitweiser

and his mother.

[00:06:09] Kleinklaus and Breitweiser were, in many ways, two peas in a pod , they18

were very similar characters.

[00:06:17] Both were introverted and passionate about museums and the beautiful19

objects that were kept inside them.

[00:06:24] One day, Breitweiser and Kleinklaus were visiting a museum in the small

village of Thann, in eastern France and very close to where they lived in Mulhouse.

19 shy

18 very similar

17 a person who helps someone to commit a crime

16 a person who helps someone to commit a crime
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[00:06:36] And it was to be in this small village museum that he would complete the

transition from legal art admirer to illegal art thief.20

[00:06:48] In the interview with GQ magazine, Breitweiser describes his feelings as he

was about to commit his first crime.

[00:06:57] In the museum he spotted an antique pistol , an old antique gun. Instead21

of thinking, what a lovely pistol, his first thought was that he should have one of those

for himself. His father had a collection of antique pistols , but when his parents22

divorced his father had taken them all with him.

[00:07:21] Breitwieser knew that he shouldn’t steal it, but he couldn’t resist it. He23

wanted it so badly, and it seemed like he wouldn’t be caught.

[00:07:30] There were no cameras, no guards, no alarms. He was carrying a backpack,

and it would be very easy to just pick up the pistol and carry it away with him.

[00:07:43] He asked Kleinklaus what he should do, and she encouraged him, saying24

“Go on, take it”.

24 gave her support to

23 stop himself from doing it

22 small hand-held guns

21 a small hand-held gun

20 change from one form to another
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[00:07:50] He picked it up, put it in his backpack, and calmly walked out of the museum.

[00:07:56] Now when you hear the term “the greatest art thief of all time”, this is

probably not how you imagine the thefts to happen.

[00:08:05] In the last episode we heard about thieves rushing into galleries with

machine guns or smashing windows and running away with paintings.25 26

[00:08:14] Breitweiser never did any of this.

[00:08:18] He was, in almost every way, an unusual art thief.27

[00:08:23] He never snuck into a museum, he never made his way into a museum or28

gallery without permission. He would buy a ticket and just go in.

[00:08:34] He never used violence, and never threatened anyone. The only guns he29

had were antiques , and they were purely for display purposes.30

30 items dating from a period long ago

29 told someone that he would harm them

28 went in, in a quiet way so as not to be seen or heard

27 not common or ordinary

26 breaking with force

25 automatic guns that can fire lots of bullets very quickly
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[00:08:44] He never used disguise , fake moustaches, masks, or stockings over his31 32

face. He would wear his normal clothes.

[00:08:53] He didn’t even wear gloves, and he didn’t seem worried about leaving

fingerprints .33

[00:08:59] Unusual for the greatest art thief of all time, but he certainly knew what he

was doing.

[00:09:06] He would meticulously research the objects that he wanted to take, and34

the museums they were located in.

[00:09:13] He knew when guards would change, he knew which cameras were real and

which were fake, he knew how to take objects out of their cases, and he knew never to

steal any incredibly valuable object, because that was a surefire way of being caught.35

[00:09:31] He also had a valuable and loyal accomplice: Kleinklaus.

35 certain

34 in a way that shows extreme care and attention to detail

33 the different in every person patterns of lines on the end of a finger

32 tight-fit coverings for the feet and part of the legs

31 fake appearance
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[00:09:37] While Breitweiser was stealing an object, Kleinklaus would stand by a door,

pretending to be looking at another object in the gallery. If anyone was coming into the

room she would cough , and Breitweiser would immediately stop what he was doing.36

[00:09:56] These thefts would often take a long time. Breitweiser would find the object

of his desires, but it might be locked in a glass cabinet.

[00:10:07] A violent thief might just smash the glass and run out of the gallery with the37

object, but not Breitweiser. He carried a little Swiss Army Knife on him with a

screwdriver on it, and would unscrew the glass case and remove the object.38 39

[00:10:26] Of course, this would often take some time, so he would start turning the

screwdriver, then Kleinklaus would hear someone coming and cough, Breitweiser

would move away from the object, and only return to it when the person had left the

room.

[00:10:43] He would purposefully choose smaller, less popular museums, and less40

famous works of art.

40 intentionally, not by chance

39 take out the screws

38 a tool for turning screws (short sharp-pointed metal pins, used to bind two objects together)

37 break with force

36 the act of forcing air out of his lungs suddenly and noisily
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[00:10:51] Fewer people meant the actual theft was easier, because it was more

common to find a room empty.

[00:10:58] And less famous works of art meant firstly that they weren’t as well

protected, be it security guards, alarm systems, or being locked away behind difficult to

open protective cases, but it also meant that in many cases the gallery wouldn’t find

out about the theft until several days after it had taken place.

[00:11:22] As we heard about in the last episode on the Greatest Art Thefts of All Time,

and if you know the story of the Mona Lisa theft, works of art are often removed from

their normal places because they are given out on loan to other galleries, or they are41

taken away for restoration , maintenance , or to be studied by collectors.42 43

[00:11:44] Galleries aren’t always very good at keeping track of the pieces of art inside44

them.

[00:11:49] Breitwieser knew this all too well , and sometimes would even bring with45

him little paper cards saying “Objects removed for study”. After he removed a precious

45 was very well informed

44 keeping informed about

43 the work needed to keep something in good condition

42 the process of keeping something to its earlier good condition

41 for a period of time after which they had to be returned
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object he would replace it with one of these cards, so that the museum guards would

see the object missing, but reasonably assume that it had been legitimately removed.

[00:12:14] In this extensive interview with GQ magazine he recounts the story of using46

this tactic , then returning to the museum he had stolen from two weeks later and47

seeing the empty case still there, complete with the cards saying “Objects removed for

study” - two weeks later and the museum hadn’t noticed.

[00:12:37] Within a few years Breitweiser and Kleinklaus' stolen collection contained

over a hundred unique pieces of art, and the only two people who knew of its existence

were Breitwieser and Kleinklaus themselves.

[00:12:52] It’s not even clear if Breitwieser’s mother, who has never spoken publicly

about her son, it’s not even clear if she knew exactly what her son was doing.

[00:13:04] Perhaps one of the great ironies of this was that, although they had stolen48

hundreds of millions of Euros worth of art, they were broke , they were poor, they49

were always struggling for money.50

50 having difficulties with something

49 poor

48 situations in which something is actually the opposite of what would be expected to be

47 planned way of doing something

46 tells
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[00:13:18] To pay for normal life, food, petrol, museum tickets, Breitwieser worked

occasionally as a waiter.

[00:13:26] He describes deciding how to get to an art fair in Zurich, where he plans to

walk away with hundreds of thousands of Euros in stolen art, but he plans his journey

to avoid toll roads , to avoid travelling on roads he has to pay for.51

[00:13:44] Indeed, Breitweiser is certainly considered in a very different category to the

kind of thief who breaks into a museum with a gun, and then rolls up a painting under

their arm to sell to the highest bidder .52

[00:13:58] Breitwieser was, and still is, as we’ll find out, hopelessly addicted to art53 54

theft.

[00:14:05] He simply couldn’t stop.

[00:14:07] Whether it was the actual act of stealing that gave him such a thrill or the55

fact that he wanted to possess the art for himself, it is anyone’s guess, but he simply56

could not stop.

56 own, have

55 a feeling of great excitement

54 unable to stop doing something

53 extremely

52 someone who offers the most money for something

51 roads he has to pay to use
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[00:14:21] The risk of being caught didn’t seem to bother him in the slightest .57

[00:14:26] He had multiple close encounters with the police: policemen giving him a58

parking ticket as he returned to his car with stolen artwork, and accidentally breaking a

glass container when he was trying to remove a work of art.

[00:14:42] It was only in 1997, two years after his first theft, that he had his closest call59

, his most serious encounter with the law.60

[00:14:51] When visiting a gallery in Lucerne, Switzerland, the pair was actually

arrested.

[00:14:58] Breitwieser was seen by a museum employee walking out with a painting

under his arm; they were both stopped and taken to a police station.

[00:15:09] They managed to persuade the police officers that this was their first time61

stealing, and the policemen believed them. Their fingerprints were taken, and they

were released without charge.

61 make them believe they were telling the truth by talking to them

60 meeting

59 most dangerous escape from danger

58 meetings

57 at all
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[00:15:21] This was the first time they had ever actually been caught, and they couldn’t

believe their luck at having been released.

[00:15:30] Of course, over the previous couple of years after all of his prior thefts,62

galleries had reported them to the police.

[00:15:38] But because the galleries they chose to rob tended to have quite poor63

security, often with no security cameras, and in many cases the galleries didn’t know

exactly when the works of art had been stolen, the police didn’t have any real idea who

Breitwieser and Kleinklaus were, or the scale of the theft that they had committed.64

[00:16:03] Now, things were different.

[00:16:05] The Swiss police had their fingerprints, and if they were caught again they

could be linked back to this crime.

[00:16:13] The situation was certainly more serious.

[00:16:16] They promised each other never to return to Switzerland, and Kleinklaus

made Breitwieser promise to always wear gloves in the future, so that he left no

fingerprints.

64 level or seriousness

63 were likely

62 previous
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[00:16:28] Breitwieser agreed to do so, but the scale and boldness of his thefts only65

continued to increase.

[00:16:37] He seemed to not care any more, to think he was invincible .66

[00:16:42] And tensions were growing between Breitwieser and Kleinklaus. She was67

hoping to start a family, to live an honest life, to be normal.

[00:16:53] But he showed no sign of wanting to change.

[00:16:57] In November of 2001, he returned home and admitted to having done what

they had both sworn never to do again.68

[00:17:07] He had stolen a musical instrument called a bugle from a museum in69

Switzerland, and he admitted that he didn’t use gloves.

[00:17:17] His fingerprints would be all over the case, and if the police were called and

they took fingerprints, it would be linked straight back to Breitwieser and Kleinklaus.

69 a musical instrument like a small trumpet

68 promised

67 situations of disagreement and uneasiness

66 impossible to be defeated

65 willingness to accept risks
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[00:17:28] They rushed back to the museum. Kleinklaus said that it was too risky for

Breitwieser to go into the scene of the crime, and that he should wait outside in their

car.

[00:17:40] She went into the museum with products to wipe off the fingerprints, but70

Breitwieser didn't obey his orders to stay in the car.71

[00:17:50] He stepped out , walked around the museum, trying to look inside to see72

how Kleinklaus was getting on .73

[00:17:59] Unknown to Breitwieser, there was a man walking his dog outside the

museum who had read about the theft in the newspaper. He went inside, mentioned to

the person behind the desk that there was a man acting suspiciously , the person74

recognised Breitwieser, the police were called and Breitwieser was arrested.

[00:18:22] Crucially, Kleinklaus is not arrested, she isn’t even linked to Breitwieser, and

so she is able to travel back home.

74 in a way that made him think that something is wrong

73 progressing, managing

72 went out

71 follow

70 remove
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[00:18:31] He first denies everything, but later admits to the bugle, saying that he had75

no money and only wanted to give his mother a nice Christmas present.

[00:18:41] The police then link Breitwieser to the previous crime four years ago.

[00:18:47] Suddenly the police realise that perhaps he isn't just a small-time thief76

trying his luck.

[00:18:55] Breitwieser denies that he is anything more than an opportunist thief, but77

the police don’t believe him. They manage to get an international search warrant to78

search his house in France, to see if the stolen art is there.

[00:19:11] Four weeks after his arrest, the police arrive at Breitwieser’s mother’s house.

They are shown to Breitwieser’s room in the attic. They open the door, no doubt

waiting expectantly , but the room is completely empty apart from a bed.79

[00:19:28] The true extent of Breitwieser’s crimes are still hidden to the police, but he80

is kept in police custody , he is held in the police station for another month and a half.81

81 arrested and guarded by the police

80 amount

79 expecting to find something

78 an official document that would allow them to search his house

77 someone who tries to take advantage of a situation

76 not important

75 said that it wasn't true
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[00:19:40] He becomes desperate, and when he is taken in for further questioning, he

starts to crumble .82

[00:19:47] The detective shows Breitwieser a picture of a medal, telling him that he

knows he stole it.

[00:19:54] Breitwieser admits to it.

[00:19:56] Then the detective pulls out another pile of pictures of stolen goods.83

[00:20:01] He puts them in front of Breitwieser, and one by one Breitwieser admits to

stealing all of them.

[00:20:08] It turns out that they had been found in a canal near Breitwieser’s mother’s84

house.

[00:20:14] What detectives now believe happened is that Kleinklaus returned home

after Breitwieser was arrested, confessed everything to Breitwieser’s mother, and the85

pair of them took all of the stolen works of art and essentially threw them away, they

tried to hide the evidence of the thefts.

85 admitted that he had done it

84 a waterway made by people

83 objects positioned on top of each other

82 break
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[00:20:36] Some were thrown in a canal, others in a forest, and many paintings were cut

up and left in rubbish bags.

[00:20:45] To this day , it’s not clear exactly how much has ever been recovered, and86

estimates are that around 60% of the works that Breitwieser and Kleinklaus stole were

destroyed or damaged beyond repair .87

[00:21:00] After spending four years in a Swiss jail, Breitwieser spent another two and a

half in France.

[00:21:07] His mother was sentenced to three years for destroying the artwork, but she

only served half of her sentence.

[00:21:16] And as for Kleinklaus, she was sentenced to 18 months but only served six.

[00:21:23] If you were thinking that Breitwieser had probably learned his lesson, and his

days of stealing art were behind him, you’d be wrong.

[00:21:32] In 2011, only a few years after being released from prison, police found

another 30 pieces of stolen art, and he was sent back to prison for another three years.

[00:21:45] After he got out from his second time in prison, he was being watched closely

by the police, but yet again he was caught, this time trying to sell stolen art on eBay.

87 so damaged that it cannot be repaired

86 up to now
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[00:21:57] Tragically, this arrest came in February 2019, the same month as the

extended interview with him in GQ magazine, which described how he wept , he cried88

profusely , about not being able to steal ever again.89

[00:22:14] It seems that Stéphane Breitwieser, despite being the world’s best known art

thief and being responsible for the thefts of over a billion Euros worth of art, just simply

cannot stop.

[00:22:29] OK then, that is it for today's episode on Stéphane Breitwieser: The Greatest

Art Thief of All Time.

[00:22:37] As a quick reminder, this was part two of our three-part series on Art Theft. In

part one we went through five of the most famous art thefts of all time, and in part

three, which will be coming out next, we’ll learn about the amazing story of the The

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Robbery.

[00:22:57] As always, I would love to know what you thought of this episode.

[00:23:00] Breitwieser was obviously a thief and a criminal. But there is debate about

the severity of his crimes.90

90 seriousness

89 in large amounts

88 cried a lot
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[00:23:08] He stole a billion Euros of art, but he wasn’t trying to sell it, he simply wanted

it for himself.

[00:23:17] Does this change how we view his crime? Does this make it worse, better, or

does it simply not matter?

[00:23:23] I would love to know what you think.

[00:23:25] For the members among you, you can head right into our community forum,

which is at community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious

minds. 

[00:23:35] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:23:41] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Relics items of great historical or cultural value

Prolific producing a great number of something or having repeated an activity

many times

Extensive of great extent or length

Credited considered a result of something

Get-out-of-jail-free

card

something that is used as an insurance in order to avoid an unpleasant

situation, like going to jail. (A reference to the board game Monopoly,

in which this card allows players to leave the jail space without missing

a turn.)

Bargaining chip something that you are prepared to give up in order to reach an

agreement and get what you want

Collateral something used as security for the payment of a loan

Estimate guessed or calculated the value

Monetary value value in money
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Glamorous dressing with impressive clothes and being exciting

Chateau a large house

Nondescript very ordinary

Clue information that helps us understand something better

Lavish expensive and impressive

Antique dating from a period long ago

Accomplice a person who helps someone to commit a crime

Partner in crime a person who helps someone to commit a crime

Two peas in a pod very similar

Introverted shy

Transition change from one form to another

Pistol a small hand-held gun

Pistols small hand-held guns

Resist stop himself from doing it

Encouraged gave his support to
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Machine guns automatic guns that can fire lots of bullets very quickly

Smashing breaking with force

Unusual not common or ordinary

Snuck into went in, in a quiet way so as not to be seen or heard

Threatened told someone that he would harm them

Antiques items dating from a period long ago

Disguise fake appearance

Stockings tight-fit coverings for the feet and part of the legs

Fingerprints the different in every person pattern of lines on the end of a finger

Meticulously in a way that shows extreme care and attention to detail

Surefire certain

Cough the act of forcing air out of his lungs suddenly and noisily

Smash break with force

Screwdriver a tool for turning screws (short sharp-pointed metal pins, used to bind

two objects together)

Unscrew take out the screws
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Purposefully intentionally, not by chance

On loan for a period of time after which they had to be returned

Restoration the process of keeping something to its earlier good condition

Maintenance the work needed to keep something in good condition

Keeping track keeping informed about

Knew this all too

well

was very well informed

Recounts tells

Tactic planned way of doing something

Ironies situations in which something is actually the opposite of what would

be expected to be

Broke poor

Struggling having difficulties with something

Toll roads roads he has to pay to use

The highest bidder someone who offers the most money for something

Hopelessly extremely
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Addicted unable to stop doing something

Thrill a feeling of great excitement

Possess own, have

In the slightest at all

Encounters meetings

Closest call most dangerous escape from danger

Encounter meeting

Persuade make them believe they were telling the truth by talking to them

Prior previous

Tended were likely

Scale level or seriousness

Boldness willingness to accept risks

Invincible impossible to be defeated

Tensions situations of disagreement and uneasiness

Sworn promised
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Bugle a musical instrument like a small trumpet

Wipe off remove

Obey follow

Stepped out went out

Getting on progressing, managing

Suspiciously in a way that made him think that something is wrong

Denies said that it wasn't true

Small-time not important

Opportunist someone who tries to take advantage of a situation

Search warrant an official document that would allow them to search his house

Expectantly expecting to find something

Extent amount

In police custody arrested and guarded by the police

Crumble break

Pile objects positioned on top of each other
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Canal a waterway made by people

Confessed admitted that he had done it

To this day up to now

Beyond repair so damaged that it cannot be repaired

Wept cried a lot

Profusely in large amounts

Severity seriousness

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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